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1. Beyer, Jan: ACQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS: AN OPERATIONAL RESEARCH APPROACH
   Cloth - 1981 - 1st printing - no jacket

2. Bingham, Edwin R. and Glen A. Love (compilers and editors);
   NORTHWEST PERSPECTIVES: ESSAYS ON THE CULTURE OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
   paperback - 1981 - carries a 1979 copyright line - 1st printing of paperback edition

3. Blessing, Richard:
   A CLOSED BOOK
   Cloth - 1981 - 1st printing

4. Davies, John: DOUGLAS OF THE FOREST
   Cloth - 2nd printing - 1981 - copublished with Paul Harris & Douglas & McIntyre

5. Deeney, John J. (editor)
   CHINESE-WESTERN COMPARATIVE LITERATURE: THEORY AND STRATEGY
   Cloth - 1980 - 1st printing - Distributed for Chinese University Press of Hong Kong

5. Dowd, John: SEA KAYAKING: A MANUAL FOR LONG-DISTANCE TOURING
   Paperback - 1981 - 1st printing - Copublished with Douglas & McIntyre

7. Emmerson, Richard Kenneth:
   ANTICHIST IN THE MIDDLE AGES: A STUDY OF MEDIEVAL APOCALYPTICISM, ART, AND LITERATURE
   Cloth - 1981 - 1st printing - Copublished with Manchester University Press

8. Engstrand, Iris H. W.:
   SPANISH SCIENTISTS IN THE NEW WORLD: THE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY EXPEDITIONS
   Cloth - 1981 - 1st printing

9. The Heard Museum - Text by Mary G. Dieterich, Jon Erickson, and Erin Younger:
   GUATEMALAN COSTUMES: THE HEARD MUSEUM COLLECTION
   Paperback - 1981 - Carries a 1979 copyright line - 1st printing
   Distributed for the Heard Museum

10. The Heard Museum -
    THE FRED HEARVEY FINE ARTS COLLECTION
    Paperback - 1981 - Carries a 1976 copyright date - 1st printing
    Distributed for the Heard Museum

11. Erickson, Jon T. for the Heard Museum
    KACHINAS: AN EVOLVING HOPI ART FORM?
    Paperback - 1981 - Carries a 1977 copyright notice - 1st printing
    Distributed for the Heard Museum
12. The Heard Museum - Erickson, Jon T. and H. Thomas Cain: 
NAVAJO TEXTILES FROM THE READ MULLAN COLLECTION
Paperback - 1981 - Carries a 1976 copyright line - 1st printing
Distributed for the Heard Museum

13. The Heard Museum - Jernigan, E.W. and Gary Witherspoon
WHITE METAL UNIVERSE: NAVAJO SILVER FROM THE FRED HARVEY COLLECTION
Paperback - 1981 - Carries a 1981 copyright line - 1st printing
Distributed for the Heard Museum

14. Hopkins, Antony: THE NINE SYMPHONIES OF BEETHOVEN
Cloth - 1981 - 1st printing
Copublished with Heinemann of London

15. Keyes, Charles F. (editor)
ETHNIC CHANGE
Cloth - 1st printing - 1981
Comparative Studies in Ethnicity and Nationality of School of International Studies
Volume #2

Cloth - 1st printing - 1981

17. Sato, Hiroaki and Burton Watson (Editor & Translator)
FROM THE COUNTRY OF EIGHT ISLANDS: AN ANTHOLOGY OF JAPANESE POETRY
Cloth only - 1st printing - 1981 - Copublished with Doubleday (paperback)

Cloth - 1st printing - 1981
Copublished with Harvest House (Canada)

19. Stewart, Hilary: WILD TEAS, COFFEE, AND CORDIALS: 60 Drinks of the Pacific Northwest
Paperback only - 1st printing - 1981
Copublished with Douglas & McIntyre

20. Strindberg, August: (Translated and edited by Walter Johnson)
APOLOGIA AND TWO FOLK PLAYS: THE GREAT HIGHWAY, THE CROWNBRIDE, & SWANWHITE
Cloth - 1981 - 1st printing

21. Wolf, Stewart: SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH
Cloth - 1st printing - 1981
Danz Lecture Series

22. Yu, Ying-Shih: (Editor):
EARLY CHINESE HISTORY IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA: THE REPORT OF THE
HAN DYNASTY STUDIES DELEGATION October-November 1978
Parerga - Occasional Papers on China #7 - School of International Studies
Paperback - 1981 - 1st printing
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